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A First Look at ASP.NET v 2.0Addison Wesley, 2003
Drawing on extraordinary insider access to Microsoft's ASP.NET development team, three renowned ASP.NET experts cover every key platform enhancement, from Master Page templates for standardizing look and feel to improved security and data- access controls. They go far beyond already published white papers and previews, presenting...
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Fundamentals of Semiconductor Physics and DevicesWorld Scientific Publishing, 1997
People come to technical books with a vast array of daerent needs and requirements, arising from their differing educational backgrounds, professional orientations and career objectives. This is particularly evident in the field of semiconductors, which stands at the juncture of physics, chemistry, electronic engineering, material science and...
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BlackBerry for Work: Productivity for ProfessionalsApress, 2010

	The BlackBerry is cool, and the BlackBerry is fun, but the BlackBerry also means serious business. For those of you who bought your BlackBerry to help get your life organized and free yourself from the ball-and-chain of desktop computing, BlackBerry at Work: Productivity for Professionals is the book to show you how. There are plenty...
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Developing C# Apps for iPhone and iPad using MonoTouch: iOS Apps Development for .NET DevelopersApress, 2011

	Developing C# Applications for iPhone and iPad using MonoTouch shows you how to use your existing C# skills to write apps for the iPhone and iPad. Fortunately, there's MonoTouch, Novell's .NET library that allows C# developers to write C# code that executes in iOS. Furthermore, MonoTouch allows you to address all the unique...
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OS X and iOS Kernel ProgrammingApress, 2011


	Kernel development can be a daunting task and is very different from programming traditional user

	applications. The kernel environment is more volatile and complex. Extraordinary care must be taken to

	ensure that kernel code is free of bugs because any issue may have serious consequences to the stability,

	security, and performance...
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Dielectric Films for Advanced MicroelectronicsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	The topic of thin films is an area of increasing importance in materials science, electrical engineering and applied solid state physics; with both research and industrial applications in microelectronics, computer manufacturing, and physical devices. Advanced, high-performance computers, high-definition TV, broadband imaging systems,...
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Photos for Mac and iOS: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2015

	
		Apple’s new Photos app lets you do a whole lot more than simply store and edit pictures and videos on a Mac or iOS device. With this comprehensive guide, you’ll learn how to import, organize, and share your digital memories, as well as how to improve, print, and use your photos in creative projects. With Lesa...
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Read & Think Spanish, Premium Third EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2017

	Your first-class ticket to building key Spanish language skills


	From the bestselling Read & Think series, this fully-illustrated third edition of Read & Think Spanish brings the Spanish language to life! In addition to introducing, developing, and growing key vocabulary, this book gives you an insider’s look at the...
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How to Cheat at Securing a Wireless NetworkSyngress Publishing, 2006
Wireless connectivity is now a reality in most businesses. Yet by its nature, wireless networks are the most difficult to secure and are often the favorite target of intruders. Some of the primary threats are the result of the following factors:
	Denial of service (DoS) and other network layer attacks  
	Unauthorized...
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Microsoft .NET for ProgrammersManning Publications, 2002
Shows intermediate and advanced programmers how to deploy a single .NET application with multiple interfaces so that it can be accessed from the command line, through a Windows GUI, by means of a Web browser, or using a mobile device.

The purpose of this book is to explore the many parts that make up .NET, to assemble them into
a...
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The Handbook of Mobile MiddlewareAuerbach Publications, 2006
The Handbook of Mobile Middleware provides an exhaustive overview of recent developments in the various fields related to how software supports mobile computing. This advanced reference authored by internationally recognized experts integrates the valuable insight gained from actual deployments into a full compendium. It begins by presenting...
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Programming iOS 4: Fundamentals of iPhone, iPad, and iPod Touch DevelopmentO'Reilly, 2011

	With the advent of version 2 of the iPhone system, Apple proved they could do a remarkable
	thing — adapt their existing Cocoa computer application programming
	framework to make applications for a touch-based device with limited memory and
	speed and a dauntingly tiny display. The resulting Cocoa Touch framework, in fact,
	turned...
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